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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

New research is showing that graduate degrees have a direct correlation to wealth, with United States consumers
being much likelier to have a master's degree or more, according to the Shullman Research Center.

A new report from the Shullman Research Center is showing that 47 percent of consumers in the U.S. are considered
in the upscale demographic, classified as either a luxury buyer, affluent or wealthy. Sixty percent of the wealthy and
41 percent of the affluent are also considered luxury buyers.

"The most surprising takeaway was how many of the wealthy' report they had either master's or doctorate degrees
compared to how many of luxury buyers' and the affluent' also report they have those degrees," said Bob Shullman,
founder/CEO of the Shullman Research Center, Greenwich, CT. "Then when you compare the wealthy' to all
American adults in regard to having postgraduate degrees, the wealthy' are three times more likely to have one.

"To the extent that young Americans aspire to live an upscale life and especially if they aspire to become a
millionaire based on their liquid assets, how much education they complete is currently a very good predictor of
economic success," he said.

Income demographics
The baby boomer generation is showing as the largest segment within the affluent demographic.
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Bob Shullman's graph for generations within luxury segments

Affluent consumers are listed within the report as earning $100,000 per year within a household. These consumers
make up 29 percent of all adults, approximately 72 million individuals.

Forty-nine percent of affluent Americans are female.

For the wealthy, millennials make up most of the segment at 41 percent. Baby boomers follow millennials at 31
percent, Gen-Xers at 23 percent and seniors make up 5 percent.

Adults listed within the upscale market are, not surprisingly, more likely to own their residences. For instance, 80
percent of all luxury buyers, affluent and wealthy adults own their own homes.

However, a small segment of the demographic does still rent with 20 percent living in rental residences. Thirty-two
percent of all adults across all demographics rent their homes.

Graph courtesy of Bob Shullman regarding degrees

The research is also showing that luxury buyers, the affluent and the wealthy are slight more likely to be married.
Standard adults who are married make up 59 percent, compared to all luxury, affluent and wealthy who are married
making up 68 percent.

Additional insight
While some themes regarding luxury goods are important to all age demographics, there are many that vary from
generation to generation, making it important for brands to adjust their messaging.

Another report from Shullman Research Center shows that millennials make up half of adults who have purchased
luxury items within the past year. Within the survey, words such as money, rich, best and classy made the top of the
list for themes important to them when buying luxury goods (see more).

In another surprise twist for high-end marketers, it turns out that the majority of sales for luxury products come from
Americans whose household incomes are less than $100,000 a year, according to more Shullman research.

Many luxury brands think of themselves as catering to the affluent consumer with yearly salaries over $100,000, but
research is showing that average Americans make up the majority of customers. While those with higher incomes
spend larger amounts and buy more frequently, the average customer still makes a big impact for these brands, as
they outnumber the affluent (see more).

"My key takeaway is that quite a few marketers that target the upscale marketplace use the terms of luxury buyers,' the
affluent' (adults with household income of more than $100,000) and the wealthy' (millionaires based on their liquid
assets) interchangeably when they describe their target markets," Mr. Shullman said.

"Based on our profiles of these three market segments included in our May brief that focuses on all three of these
upscale market segments, though the three segments aren't the same sizes and their profiles differ materially," he
said.

"As such, we believe upscale marketers need to focus on the segment or segments that make the most sense for the
products and services that their brands deliver to their customers."
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